DESIGN GUIDE
A room-by-room style guide for your facility
The impact of interior design on resident outcomes and well-being cannot be understated. In fact, studies show that creating a healing environment can have a positive influence—reducing anxiety, pain and stress levels. Design matters.

From architectural details to color themes and cozy, comfortable touches, our design teams make it easy to design the ideal environment for your residents. We'll work with you to easily achieve a cohesive look and feel in every corner of your facility—from resident rooms and bathing areas to dining rooms, living areas and more.
Our design teams have logged hours of style research so you don’t have to—and curated a collection of style and color options to help you decide on the best room plans for your facility.

Let us walk you through some of the current design styles and show you ways to apply them to your design project.

CLASSIC
Always in style, classic maintains roots in the past while embracing the present. Though greens, golds, and blues are often the expected shades, current interpretations tend to balance those vibrant colors with neutral shades of gray, beige, and white.
ELEMENTAL EASE

Drawing from nature and the elements to bring a sense of peace and calm, elemental ease incorporates cool blues and greens, rich brown and red shades, and neutral beiges and greys—often accented with wood and metal details.

TRANSITIONAL OASIS

Building on the calming nature of water to create a relaxing environment, transitional oasis is characterized by shades of blue, white, and light grey. Mixed with soft wood tones, they strike a unifying balance of contemporary and traditional design elements.
MODERN REFINEMENT

Today’s take on modern creates a deliberate sense of expansiveness. Muted colors lend a cohesion that ties the space together—from neutral gray, white, navy, and black, to cool quartz and earth tones, smoky blues, and greens.

CONTEMPORARY COASTAL

All about bringing the outside in, contemporary coastal focuses on the free flow of natural elements in residential and commercial spaces. Infused with lots of natural light, it incorporates color palettes made up of vivid corals, teals, and greens.
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Ready to see more? We’ve curated complete collections in a range of environments to demonstrate how these styles can be brought to life in your facility.

Let’s see what inspires you.
PORTFOLIO
SIGNATURE COLLECTION GROMMET DRAPERY
SKU: STRAESNRSAMP
Dimensions: Varies
Color options:
- Striae Sunrise
- Striae Sunset
- Array Bliss
- Restoring Forces Spice
Easy-glide curtains lend high style for a modern look. Custom made to order. Other color options and styles available.

ARIA DECORATIVE CURTAIN RODS
SKU: RODSAMP
Dimensions: Varies
Color options:
- Antique Brass
- Brushed Bronze
- Satin Gold
Perfect compliment to decorative drapery. Items are custom made to order. Other color options and styles available.

CITYVIEW BEDSPREAD
SKU: CVIEW5C
Dimensions: Twin Size, Throw Style
Color options:
- Cayenne
- Beach Sand
- Maze
- Umber
Square-patterned, unquilted bedspread, our go-to for healthcare use. Items are custom made to order. Other styles and color options available.

DUDLEY LOUNGE CHAIR
SKU: KLXHC958505G3
Dimensions: 34"(W) 32.5"(D) 36"(H)
Color options:
- Spice
- Honey
- Mocha Cafelle
- Nutwood
- Kensington Maple
Choose from our 3 grades of fabric and wood frame options. Additional finishes available. Dimensions given are overall.

MAHALA WOOD WALL PANEL
SKU: UTTRO4179
Dimensions: 42"(W) 2"(D) 42"(H)
Modern and rustic wood wall panel constructed of aged wood strips arranged in a circular motion—with natural wood grain and a gray wash.

LARK COFFEE TABLE
SKU: UTT25433
Dimensions: 42"(W) 42"(D) 18"(H)
Showcasing a minimalist style, this round coffee table features a mango wood veneer overlay in a heavily textured, aged-walnut finish.

KAMA ACCENT TABLE
SKU: UTT24532
Dimensions: 16"(W) 24"(D) 20"(H)
Mini veneer tops finished in a natural wheat color, with thick, aged steel-finished supports.

E-SCREEN ROLLER SHADeS
SKU: FSCHEIPSAMP
Dimensions: Varies
Color options:
- White/White
- White/Charcoal
- White/Linen
- White/Cocoa
Items are custom made to order. Customizable options include: fabric selection, opacity, mount style, fascia, control type and control side.
CLASSIC PRIVATE ROOM

MOROCCO BEDSPREAD
SKU: MORSAMP
Dimensions: 70(W) x 110(L)
Color options:
- Sapphire
- Carolina
- Spruce
- Cork
- Mocha

Classic print with luxurious fill. Items are custom made to order. Other color options available.

GLACIERSCREEN BLACKOUT ROLLER SHADE
SKU: FSCHIP5AMP
Dimensions: Varies
Color options:
- White
- Cream
- Wheat
- Beige
- Tundra

Items are custom made to order. Customizable options include: fabric selection, opacity, mount style, fascia, control type and control side.

ESSENTIALS COLLECTION CORNICE
SKU: LNNTWDSAMP
Dimensions: Varies
Color options:
- Linen
- Tradewind
- Aura
- Marine
- Spinata
- Ocean
- Serene
- Mist

Cornices add a formal touch to your window treatments. Items are custom made to order. Customizable option include: fabric selection, mount style and shape.

ESSENTIALS COLLECTION DECORATIVE PILLOW
SKU: SWCAGR
Dimensions: Varies
Color options:
- Allegro
- Eggnog
- Linen
- Sandbar
- Tradewind

Decorative pillows are the perfect accent to bring a room together. Items are custom made to order. Customizable options include fabric selection, size, and shape.

FAWKES LOUNGE CHAIR
SKU: KLXHC09575G3
Dimensions: 29"(W) 30.5"(D) 45"(H)
Color options:
- Wild Montana
- Oak
- New Age Oak
- Black
- Steel

Choose from our three grades of fabric and wood frame options. Additional finishes available. Dimensions given are overall.

DENMARK ROUND END TABLE
SKU: KLXHC185231R
Dimensions: 20"(W) 20"(D) 22"(H)
Color options:
- Wild Montana
- Oak
- New Age Oak
- Black
- Steel

This round end table comes complete with veneer top, legs and apron in solid oak.

AT HOME HEAD AND FOOTBOARD
SKU: FCEHB36(HB); FCEFB36(FB)
Dimensions: 36"(W)
Color options:
- Wild Cherry
- Warm Walnut
- Natural Maple
- Riverwood
- Asian Walnut

Bring the comfort of home to complete your resident rooms. Multiple finishes and sizes to choose from.

DINAH TABLE LAMP
SKU: UTT27518
Dimensions: 19"(W) 19"(D) 31"(H)

Fired and glazed ceramic base in mushroom gray with round drum shade.

SKUs where shown are for items pictured.
**TRANSITIONAL OASIS PRIVATE ROOM**

**PASSAGE QUILT**

*SKU: PSGSAMP*

**Dimensions:** Twin Size, Throw Style  
**Color options:**  
- Sea  
- Caribbean  
- Dune  
- Sand

Channel quilted with luxurious feel and soft touch. Custom made to order. Other styles available.

**SIGNATURE TRADITIONAL PRIVACY CURTAIN**

*SKU: TRCOVSAMP*

**Dimensions:** Varies  
**Color options:**  
- Trellis Cove  
- Trellis Breeze  
- Striae Horizon

Classic construction with integrated mesh and fabric. Items are custom made to order. Other color options and styles available.

**SUPREME TRACK & CARRIERS**

*SKU: SUP1FTSTR*

**Dimensions:** Varies  
**Color options:**  
- White  
- Anodized Aluminum

Compatible with all of our curtain offerings except OTRT. Straight, 45-degree and 90-degree configurations available. Items are custom made to order.

**SIGNATURE DECORATIVE PILLOWS**

*SKU: DECPLW*

**Dimensions:** Varies  
**Color options:**  
- Pearl  
- Gray  
- Striae  
- Horizon  
- Trellis

Decorative pillows are the perfect accent to tie a room together. Items are custom made to order. Other styles and colors available.

**CAMELOT HEADBOARD**

*SKU: KWACAHB5*

**Dimensions:** 42”(W) 0.75”(D) 22”(H)  
**Color options:**  
- Light Walnut  
- American Walnut  
- Espresso  
- Sugar Maple  
- Weathered Teak

Contemporary head and foot board with fluid lines and curved fronts.

**ESSEX BEDSIDE CHEST**

*SKU: KWEXB530*

**Dimensions:** 21.25”(W) 19.25”(D) 30”(H)  
**Color options:**  
- Light Walnut  
- American Walnut  
- Espresso  
- Sugar Maple  
- Weathered Teak

The contemporary Essex collection features a distinctive leg design, providing a dimensional look that allows for easy cleaning. Sophisticated hardware delivers added style.

**IVAN CHAIR**

*SKU: HEK974040G3*

**Dimensions:** 30.5”(W) 34.5”(D) 38.5”(H)  
**Color options:**  
- Portsmith  
- Dove Grey  
- Manchester  
- Walnut  
- Toffee

Choose from our three grades of fabric and wood frame options. Additional finishes available. Dimensions given are overall.

**MIDNIGHT BLOSSOMS FRAMED PRINTS**

*SKU: UTT33688*

**Dimensions:** 27”(W) 2”(D) 35”(H), Set of two.

These modern, floral art prints feature a watercolor design. Muted shades of blue, green, and silver create an on-trend, high-style design. Artwork by June Erica Vess.
MODERN REFINEMENT SEMI-PRIVATE ROOM

SHADESENSE FAUX WOOD BLINDS
SKU: SHDSNSSAMP
Dimensions: Varies
Color options:
- Off White
- Cloud
- White Textured
Fire-resistant, wood-like appearance, custom made to order. Other color options available.

SIGNATURE COLLECTION CORNICE
SKU: HAODNESAMP
Dimensions: Varies
Color options:
- Halo Dune
- Halo Mist
- Halo Sand
Cornices add a formal touch to your window treatments. Items are custom made to order. Customizable options include: fabric selection, mount style and shape.

SIGNATURE COLLECTION SNAP PANELS
SKU: HAODNESAMP
Dimensions: 66'(W) 66'(H)
Color options:
- Halo Dune
- Halo Mist
- Halo Sand
- Hazelwood
Our modular panel system makes for easy laundering and compliance with infection-prevention protocols. Available in disposable and reusable options.

SNAP PANEL MESH
SKU: VADSNPMSHSAMP
Dimensions: Varies
Color options:
- White
- Beige
Pairs with our fabric panels for a complete modular system. Height is customized based on ceiling conditions.

LONG BEACH NIGHTSTAND
SKU: KWALBN510
Color options:
- Northern Walnut
- Espresso
- Natural Mahogany
- Light Walnut
- Weathered Teak
Long Beach features chamfered side frames and front overlay design. Extended tops provide additional space. The distinctive leg design has stylish, dimensional appeal.

AT HOME HEAD & FOOTBOARDS
SKU: FCEHB36(HB); FCEFB36(FB)
Dimensions: 36'(W)
Color options:
- Warm Walnut
- Sand Dune
- Riverwood
- Asian Walnut
- Millwork Cherry
Bring the comfort of home to complete your resident rooms. Multiple finishes and sizes to choose from.

AT HOME OVERBED TABLES
SKU: MDRAHOBT150ET
Dimensions: 16'(W) 32'(D) 29.5–42'(H)
Color options:
- Mahogany
- Cherry
- Walnut
- Oak
- Maple
At Home Thermofoil overbed tables with a H-brace frame. Easily adjusted to accommodate a bed or chair.

DRIFTING HANDS ARTWORK
SKU: UTT34377
Dimensions: 17'(W) 2'(D) 48'(H)
These hand-painted abstract pieces showcase a soothing color palette with white, charcoal, taupe and gray-blue tones.
CONTEMPORARY COASTAL PRIVATE BATH

SIGNATURE SHOWER CURTAIN
SKU: MOTMNGLSAMP
Dimensions: Varies
Color options: Motley Mingle, Motley Mesa, Aura Spa, Nuance Waterfall
Shower curtain overlays bring a luxurious look and feel for private bathing. Items are custom made to order. Other styles & color options available.

SIGNATURE SHOWER CURTAIN OVERLAY
SKU: SWCSC
Dimensions: Varies
Color options: Surechek White, Surechek Seagrass, Surechek Gull Gray, Surechek Seafoam
Liners complement our decorative overlays for a complete curtain system. Items are custom made to order. Other style & color options available.

WIRE SHOWER CURTAIN HOOKS
SKU: MITKA2000
Dimensions: Made for 1” rod
Color options: Polished Chrome
Decorative hardware adds design flair to your shower system. Other style options and colors available.

FEELS LIKE HOME BATH TOWELS
SKU: MDTBT8C17Z
Dimensions: 27”W x 54”L
Color options: White, Beige
Add a luxurious look and feel to any bathroom with Ultra-plush, elegant, ring-spun terries. Other color options available.

SQUARE WAFFLE WEAVE PATIENT ROBE
SKU: MDTHR8MD04CHN
Dimensions: One size fits most
Blended waffle weave pattern robe with kimono style sleeves is a perfect addition to any patient bathing routine.

KNOCKDOWN BATH BENCH
SKU: MDS89745RAH
Dimensions: One size
Color options: White
Bench with slip resistant feet makes bathing and showering safer and comfortable. Adjustable frame is rust-resistant and supports up to 350 lbs.

KNURLED CHROME WALL GRAB BAR
SKU: MDS86024CHRH
Dimensions: 12”, 16”, 18”, 24” & 32” sizes
Color options: Polished Chrome
Knurled-texture steel bars are easy to grip, even in wet areas, and can serve as additional fall protection in common areas.

SKUs where shown are for items pictured.
CLASSIC COMMON SHOWER

HIDDEN HOOKLESS SHOWER CURTAIN
SKU: SWCTAY
Dimensions: Varies
Color options:
- Taylor Sand
- Shower Shield
- Blue Moon
- Shower Guard
- Almond

Simplify your curtain operation with our hookless headers. Items are custom made to order. Other color options available.

STATIONARY SHOWER ROD & WALL BRACKETS
SKUs: MTSHWRRD5FT and MTSHWBRKT
Dimensions: 1" diameter, 3-9' lengths available
Color options:
- Polished Chrome

Made of 1" seamless aluminum tubing to complete your shower room.
NOTE: Brackets and screws sold separately.

TERRY VELOUR ROBE
SKU: MDTHR8T04WHI
Dimensions: One Size Fits Most
Color options:
- White

100% terry cotton robe keeps residents warm and dry. Other styles and options available.

SKUs where shown are for items pictured.
CONTEMPORARY COASTAL DINING ROOM

SIGNATURE TABLE CLOTHS
SKU: ROOTSC
Dimensions: Varies
Color options:
- Tan
- Café
- White
- Silver
Made from hospitality-grade fabrics that resist stains and withstand repeated washings. Other colors and styles available.

SIGNATURE NAPKINS
SKU: ROOTSC
Dimensions: 20" x 20"
Color options:
- Coral
- Moss
- Caribbean
- Turquoise
Made from hospitality-grade fabrics that resist stains and withstand repeated washings. Other colors and styles available.

SIGNATURE COLLECTION WOVEN PLACEMATS
SKU: WVNMATSC
Dimensions: 20"(W) 15"(L)
Color options:
- Mushroom
- Rattan
- Black
- Walnut
Woven placemats offer high style without sacrificing cleanliness.

ESSENTIALS RIPPLEFOLD DRAPERY
SKU: AURSPASAMP
Dimensions: Varies
Color options:
- Aura Spa
- Aura Sage
- Motley Mingle
- Motley Mesa
Ripplefold draperies offer a hotel-like appearance to your common areas. Items are custom made to order. Other style options and colors available.

AVALON DINING CHAIR
SKU: KLX9423WAG3
Dimensions: 24"(W) 21"(D) 35"(H)
Color options:
- Coffee
- Walnut
- Solar Oak
- Uptown
- Cream
Wood design on back is available in 25 finishes, complemented by 3 different grades of vinyl or fabric selections.

SHELBY WILLIAMS BANQUETTE
Dimensions: Varies
Color options:
- Wheat
- Cherry
- Grey
- Walnut
Dining booth features Oak island, top and end caps, removable spring seat and upholstered inside back. All features are customizable to your exact needs.

BULLNOSE DINING TABLE
SKU: HEKL42RDNM(TOP); HEKTB5005(BASE)
Dimensions: 42"(W) 42"(D) 29"(H)
Color options:
- Toffee
- Rockdale
- Portobello
- Chase
- Bristol
This round dining table brings comfort and functionality to your facility. Choose from our wide variety of finishes to match any décor.

NATURAL BEAUTIES FRAMED PRINTS
SKU: UTT33679
Dimensions: 22"(W) X 22"(H) X 2"(D)
Set of four.
These printed succulents exude on-trend style and artful appeal. Shades of green and gray create a simple, yet eye-catching design. Each print is accented by a warm, neutral-toned mat. Silver leaf frames with a light gray wash and scratched accents.

SKUs where shown are for items pictured.
1. EXCLUSIVE COLLECTION
Defined by elaborate patterns, select colorways and a luxurious look and feel, our top-tier collection features our high-design offerings with custom options available.

2. SIGNATURE COLLECTION
Our first choice for any facility, this collection offers the broadest range of patterns, styles and colorways with anti-microbial* and silver thread options, as well as matching disposables.

3. ESSENTIALS COLLECTION
Our essentials collection has options for everyone and every price point—without sacrificing quality or design.

*These antimicrobial properties are built-in to protect the product. This product does not protect users or others against bacteria, viruses, germs or other disease organisms.

SKUs where shown are for items pictured.
SIGNATURE COLLECTION DRAPERY
Fluid and voluminous, drapery adds high impact in public spaces and can be completely customized to match ceiling height and room style.

SIGNATURE COLLECTION CORNICE
With a rigid underlying structure, cornices add a formal touch and dramatic flair—perfect for large openings.
TOP OF BED
Get cozy with one of our luxurious quilt options or throw pillows.

PRIVACY CURTAIN
Invest in one of our privacy curtain systems:
Traditional Curtain—their one piece construction is perfect for any application.
Snap Panel Curtains—their modular design allows for easy changeout in less time.
On the Right Track Curtains—lose the hardware with this uniquely designed, hookless curtain system.

SKUs where shown are for items pictured.
DESIGN SERVICES

Combine our commitment to quality products with our comprehensive menu of professional design services.

SPACE PLANNING
Not sure what fits? Let our interior design team create the perfect spatial flow, from table layouts to workstations, beds and everything in between. We make sure that every item has a home while minding code requirements.

CONCEPT BOARDS
Need help visualizing? Let us take your design inspiration and curate a look for every corner of your facility, including paint colors, flooring, artwork and accessories.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
We’re here for every project phase. From planning and selections to installation and punch list, we make sure your project gets off the ground smoothly—and stays that way.
FIELD MEASURE
We know the ins and outs of fit and finish. Let us review the critical dimensions to ensure everything comes together just as it should in the final product before your order is placed.

WHITE GLOVE
Delivery should be seamless. We have options to ensure products arrive complete, and on time.

INSTALLATION
We understand the complexities of construction in healthcare. From occupied rooms to isolation procedures, our experienced teams can work with any facility safety and welfare protocols.

INSTALLATION SERVICES
Not sure how it fits together? Let our professional install team do the heavy lifting (literally) so you don’t have to.
WE’RE HERE TO HELP

Starting a project? Contact your Medline Sales Representative or visit our website at interiors.medline.com to see our portfolio of work.

Need samples? Contact productsupportinteriors@medline.com

Need a quote? Contact productsupportinteriors@medline.com or use the Capital Quote Tool.